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Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA)

“LIGO ~ 2030” vs LISA

launch ~ 2034

Mind lensing (error on dL may asymptote to ~90%, cf Hirata, Holz & Cutler 2010)



Galaxies merge…
… so massive BHs must merge too!
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Figure from De Lucia & Blaizot 2007

Ferrarese & Merritt 2000
Gebhardt et al. 2000,
Gültekin et al (2009)

EB 2012
Figure credits: Lucy Ward



“Smaller cousins” of PTA sources

EPTA, Nanograv,  
PPTA, GAIA… 



Galaxy/BH co-evolution

EB 2012, 2020



Galaxy/BH co-evolution

EB 2012, 
2020

LISA rates uncertain 
but > a few per year 

(even under most  
pessimistic assumptions)



Quasar luminosity function, diffuse X-ray background 
constrain mass growth and initial occupation fraction 

Observational constraints  
on high-z accretion

z=6

EB+20Volonteri+16
For comparison, critical density ~ 1.e11 Msun/Mpc3



Extreme mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs)

SOBH/NS  
(or PBH? BD?) 

+ MBH

Rates from astrophysical  
channels hugely uncertain

Babak+17



Multi-band SOBHB detections

Sesana 2016

• Long inspiral allows for 
better parameter estimation 
(distance, sky position, 
eccentricity, spins, 
precession, etc)  

• Potential detection of 
environmental effects 
(accretion, dynamical 
friction, peculiar 
acceleration, cf Caputo+19, 
Toubiana+20) 

• Astrophysical formation 
channels have uncertainties 
(already for formation of 
isolated BHs, even more so 
for binaries, cf field vs 
cluster formation)



Discussion: massive BH binaries
• How can we distinguish PBH seeds of massive BH population from 

“astrophysical” seeds?  

Eg Pop III remnants; direct collapse of gas and dust clouds in 
protogalaxies (induced by mergers, bar instabilities cold flows); runaway 
collisions in metal-poor nuclear stellar clusters or in strongly star-forming 
progenitors to early-type galaxies 

• Are predictions for PBH seeds robust enough/non-degenerate with more 
conventional astro channels? (initial masses/spins, occupation fraction, 
accretion/mergers/clustering of seeds, eccentricity, z-distribution) 

• Constraints from diffuse X-ray background?  

• Is there a convincing “smoking gun”? Eccentricity at merger? 

• Backgrounds: mind “foregrounds” and degeneracies



Discussion: stellar-mass BHs
• Is there a convincing “smoking gun” besides sub-sun PBHs? Would 

EM counterpart rule out primordial origin? (cf GW190521)? 
Eccentricity? 

• Stochastic background from formation of asteroid-mass PBHs 
(Saito&Yokoyama09, Bartolo+19)?  Strong signal, but mind 
foregrounds/residuals from resolved sources 

• Sub-Msun PBHs falling into MBHs (resolved or unresolved EMRIs; cf 
eg Kuhnel+20, Wang+20)? Constraints from X-rays/radio observations 
in MW (Gaggero+17)? Need to measure tidal effects to distinguish from 
BDs (see eg Amaro-Seoane19) 

• Cross correlations with galaxy maps? Limited by sky localisation power 
(lmax ~10-20, few degsq for resolved sources), no information on z for 
GW stochastic backgrounds, error on DL as large as 80% at high z


